KIDZONE
‘LOOK WHO’S TALKING!’
Katie McCormick (Age 11) I have a younger sister
Emily who is 6.
Best bits of lockdown I’m getting to spend more
time with my family, I get to play Roblox more, my
uncle bought me a skateboard so I get to take it to
the park and practice and I’m getting to read loads
more books. I’ve just read the first Harry Potter
book and I loved it!
Worst bits of lockdown I miss seeing my friends
and family but now I’m able to meet up with some
of them in the park or in their garden.
I still get lots of schoolwork but I miss my teacher
as my new ones aren’t as good! I miss going to the
beach and all my clubs like guides, youth club and
drama though we do drama online with zoom.
My favourite singer is Billie Eillish and I also like
Frank Turner and Rend Collective. I like watching
Horrible Histories and Avatar (my sister Emily
makes me watch this). I’m in P7 at Orangefield
Primary School and I never thought I’d say it but I
really miss school! I was supposed to be going to
Edinburgh for my P7 leavers trip but it was
cancelled. My principal says she is going to have a
special assembly for all of us when this is over. I got
to go to school and collect my leavers hoodie which
has the names of everyone in the P7 classes on it – I
love it, its so warm! I also got my letter this week to
say that I’m going to Grosvenor when schools start
back and so are some of my friends so I’m really
excited about that!
My favourite place to go on holiday is Achill Island
with my family. We were supposed to be going in July
but don’t know whether we can anymore. I love Achill
because I can go bodyboarding, go to the funfair and
go to the pizza restaurant. In church I miss going to
guides, doing all the Kidzone activities and the biscuits!
I can’t wait to go swimming once we’re allowed out again
having sleepovers at cousins, going to the cinema and
Little Wing pizzas.

Emily McCormick (Age 6)

One older sister called Katie
No pets (I used to have a pet hamster
called Giggles)
The best bit about being at home during
lockdown is getting to watch lots of
movies. I really liked the Playmobil
movie. I like going to the park a lot and
playing basketball and football.
I missed Spoon Street being open and I
miss my friends from school, especially
my best friend Georgia.

I go to Orangefield Primary School. I will be going into
P3 in September.
I sort of miss school, I miss my friends the most.
Playtime is my favourite thing at school, the work is
my least favourite.
I do not like homeschooling.
I like Mummy teaching me better than Daddy.
I have been doing lots of experiments with
science kits and building crafts with my Uncle
Matthew who is staying with us. We have made
obstacle courses in the back garden and played
football and basketball in the garden too.
I sometimes help set the table for dinner.
I love eating Lucky Charms for breakfast. And I like
fish cakes, chicken and mashed potato.
I do not like spicy rice.
I like watching the Avatar Series and
The Dragon Prince on Netflix.
I like listening to Rend Co Kids and
Frank Turner.
I really like The Day the Crayons Quit
by Olivier Jeffers and Drew Daywalt.
Achill Island is my favourite place to
go on holidays.
I miss the arts and crafts in Kidzone
and Edwards talks at the front.
I can't wait to go swimming again.
I want to thank the leaders in Kidzone
for telling us all about Jesus.
Thank you
Love Emily McCormick

